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MISMATCHED EARRINGS G-EAR UP FOR ONE OF THE STRONGEST ACCESSORY TRENDS OF THE SEASON

The Bodhimethod
is the latest fitness
craze to arrive
fresh fromLA. So
what’s involved?
Helen Croydon
learns the ropes

Y
OU might be forgiven for
thinking that you’ve found
your way into Christian
Grey’s dungeon when you
walk into a Bodhi studio.

A large frame with different length
ropes and what looks like a noose at
the end of each one sits in the centre
of the room. Around the perimeter are
other suspension contraptions.

What is it?
I’m in the UK’s first and only Bodhi
studio in central London. Fresh from
LA, the new fitness phenomenon,
popular with Gwyneth Paltrow and
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, uses rope
suspension to improve core strength,
stability and posture. Think of it as
a sort of suspension-Pilates class.
The frame, with two independent
ropes, provides four
suspension points (two
arms, two legs) for
endless opportunities
to suspend the body. Bodhi works by
taking the body out of alignment with
gravity. It was devised by Khita
Whyatt, an LA Pilates teacher, after a
car accident in which she severed
nerves in her spine. She used Pilates
to build her strength, then devised the
Bodhi moves to get her mobility back.
After fantastic results, she developed
it as a workout.

The experience
We go straight for the ropes hanging
from the apparatus. The suspension
contraptions are used for the
introductory-level classes and
since I’m a gym bunny and used to
strength work, my instructor Dawne
Likhodedova reckons I can dive
straight in. For the first move, my feet
remain on the floor. Dawne tells me to
slip my wrists into the high loops and
lean forward as much as I can. Once
I’m comfortable, I move my arms
wider and, hey ho, I’m performing a
press-up, semi-suspended. So far, so

upright. Next, we try a ‘one-point
squat’. One leg remains on the floor
(phew), the other in the rope, which
I move backwards and sideways
while I squat to work my glutes and
hamstrings. This proves harder to
maintain my balance and requires
more core strength. My legs get
shaky from the effort, which is

saying something: I’m a runner and
triathlete, so my legs are used to hard
work, but this feels different because
it’s about balance.
Ten minutes into my 50-minute

class, it’s starting to feel natural.
I notice many moves mimic what I’d
do in the gym, but with the added
stability challenge. For example,

there’s the ‘oblique curl’, an
abdominal exercise commonly done
on a mat, but which Bodhi-goers do
with both legs suspended in the rope
loops. Or the ‘advanced hanging
series’, which mimics the pull up. For
that, I lie on my back on the floor with
my legs bent and my ankles resting in
the loops. Holding on to the side of the
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other ropes, I use my upper body to
pull myself up towards my knees. If
you’re super-strong you can straighten
your legs upwards so you’re left
hanging upside down with all your
weight resting on your arms in the
loops (I manage it for five seconds!).

The guru
‘The exercises are intuitive,’
says Dawne. ‘Depending on
how you have worked out
before you’ll find your
own way with Bodhi.’ So
if you are used to doing
gym work it’s easy to
apply the moves to Bodhi,

and if you are a Pilates pro
then you can bring the

principles of this to suspension training
to add a new dimension. Dawne
believes she is the only Bodhi teacher
in the UK and runs group classes and
private lessons in London – she plans
teacher-training courses from January.
You do need some strength for

Bodhi and for those with no prior
fitness background she recommends
the less challenging Cadillac Trapeze
Pilates – a workout done on a four-
poster device with a trapeze swing
(the Beckhams are fans). So what of
the results?Well, Bodhi isn’t a cardio
workout, so you’re unlikely to get a
sweat on, but every muscle felt
thoroughly worked, especially my
tummy. Crop tops here I come!

Bodhi classes are held at bePilates in
Marylebone, London and start from

£35. Details at be-pilates.co.uk
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HANG TIGHT FOR A
BUFF BODHI

In the loop: Helen
demonstrates the

Bodhi moves

Star studded:
Harry Potter actress

Emma Watson
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